ORCID and SciENcv

For Faculty Assistants & Grants Managers to obtain delegation access:

1. Create an ORCID account (see our help guide)
2. Log into SciENcv: Science Experts Network Curriculum Vitae (nih.gov) using one of the 3rd party options, we recommend using Login.gov, NSF, ERA commons, or ORCID.
3. The delegate needs to tell the faculty/researcher what email they used in creating both accounts
4. The faculty/researcher will enter that email in the delegate access instructions above for each platform
5. For SciENcv the delegate will receive an email (from myncbi@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) with a confirmation link. Click that link and follow the instructions

For Faculty/Researchers to grant delegation access:

6. Create an ORCID account (see our help guide)
7. Grant delegate access (“trusted individual access”) in ORCID (steps are here and a short video here)
8. Log into SciENcv: Science Experts Network Curriculum Vitae (nih.gov) using one of the 3rd party options, we recommend using Login.gov, NSF, ERA commons, or ORCID.
9. Grant delegate access in SciENcv (steps are here and a short video here)
10. Link your ORCID ID to your SciENcv account (steps are here and a short video is here)

Other Resources

For questions- the primary contact for ORCID and SciENcv at Princeton Research Data Service is Neggin Keshavarzian. The primary contact for ORCID and SciENcv at ORPA is Francine Taylor.